Tips & Tricks
TOP TIP
A vise-assist from
a bench dog
Clamping a long board in a
face vise for edge-planing
or other operations can be
difficult because one end of the
board is unsupported. Some
woodworkers use a freestanding
or bench-mounted jack to
support the extended end, but
there’s an easier way if your
bench includes dog holes.
I simply raise a bench dog
near the unsupported end
of the board and then clamp
against the board and the dog
as shown, using a thick spacer
block between them to prevent
board twist. If your inner vise
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Oﬀset vise jaw

For a vise with an
oﬀset inner jaw, use
an L-shaped spacer.

jaw is flush
to the edge of
the bench, the
spacer need only
extend between
the board and the
dog. If your inner vise
jaw stands off from
the bench edge, make
an L-shaped spacer that
also fills the offset. To
prevent the extended end
of the board from slipping,, it
can help to glue sandpaper to
the contact face of the spacer.
—Alejandro Balbis,
Longueuil, Québec
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Bench dog

Workpiece

For a vise with a
flush-mounted inner
jaw, use a square
spacer block.

Add 10" to measurement
shown at end of stick.
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Accurate inside
measurements
I find that taking inside measurements of a
cabinet using a common tape rule can be iffy
because the tape won’t bend completely into a
corner for a dead-on read. To get an accurate
measurement, I incorporate a stick of wood cut
precisely to an easy-to-add length, such as 10".
Holding one end of the stick against one cabinet
side, I extend the tape to the opposite cabinet side
and note the measurement at the extended end of
the stick. Adding 10" to that measurement gives
me the precise interior width of the cabinet.
—Paul Kellam, Visalia, California

Share a Slick Tip.
Win Cash or a Prize!
Here’s your chance to help someone become
a better woodworker and get rewarded for the
eﬀort. Next issue’s Top Tip winner will receive
the following Starrett precision layout tools: a
12" Combination Square, a Centerhead for a 12"
Square, and a Protractor Head for a 12" Square.
(Total value: $215) Runners-up will receive $125
for an illustrated tip; $75 for an unillustrated
one. Winning entries become the property of
Woodcraft Magazine. Send your original ideas to:
Tips & Tricks, Woodcraft® Magazine, P.O. Box
7020, Parkersburg, WV 26102-7020 or email
editor@woodcraftmagazine.com. Important:
Please include your phone number, as an editor
will need to call you if your tip or trick is
considered for publication.

Illustrations: Chris Glowacki
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Tips & Tricks
Tilt board to bring
cutline parallel
to benchtop.

Planing edgeto-edge tapers
A recent commission involved
making a 12"-wide by 5'-long
ramped threshold for a doorway
that spanned floors of different
heights. One edge needed to
be 13⁄8" thick, and the opposite
edge 3⁄4" thick. I realized that the
easiest, most accurate way to
make the taper would be to plane
the board at an angle, raising one
edge the appropriate amount
with a full-length support strip.
I first milled the stock slightly
oversized in width, and just a bit
over 13⁄8" thick. I then marked
my intended angle on one end
of the board and placed it on
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Attach support
strip with doublefaced tape.

X

X

Bevel support strip
to complement
board tilt.

my bench. I shimmed under the
intended thinner edge to bring
the marked line parallel to the
benchtop and then measured
from the underside of the raised
edge to the benchtop. After
ripping a 5"-long support strip
to that measurement, I beveled
one edge of it to complement the
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Benchtop

tilt of the board. All that was
left was to attach the support
strip with double-faced tape
and plane the board down to my
line. My client was so delighted
with the accuracy of the finished
work that he presented me with
a fifth of Scotch as a bonus.
—Paul Anthony, senior editor

Clamp panel to
drill press table.

Fix hobbyist vise to
panel with flathead
machine screws
from beneath.

End-boring
at the drill press
Drilling into the end of a pen blank, dowel, or long
workpiece at the drill press can be challenging,
especially if your machine table doesn’t rotate easily
or accurately. Rather than hassling with that setup,
I clamp the work in a small hobbyist bench vise
(Woodcraft #141673) that’s bolted to a plywood
panel for easy clamping to my drill press table. The
vise adjusts easily, holds the work very securely,
and can be used just as conveniently at a bench or
other workstation when not in use at the drill press.
—Serge Duclos, Delson, Québec

Easier dust bag
remounting
Remounting my dust-collector bag after emptying it
was always a hassle because it was difficult to hold
the bag in place while reconnecting the strap clamp
around the collector’s flange. (My wife especially
didn’t like being commandeered to help with the
operation.) Then a friend suggested temporarily
hanging the bag on the flange with rare-earth
magnets while reconnecting the clamp. Works
like a charm, and I can easily do the job myself.
—Don Johnson, Roanoke, Virginia
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